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“It seems to be…”

He Qingxue’s words just came to her lips, and sudden changes suddenly occurred.

“Boom!!!” A

beam of light came out of thin air.

Levi Garrison immediately pulled He Qingxue away.

“Booming…”

A huge deep pit was blown out even with the shaking of the mountains.

“No, someone!”

Levi Garrison hurriedly took He Qingxue to the side.

He Qingxue’s face was pale.

Although she was also a martial artist, she knew at the moment that if there was no Levi Garrison, she
would definitely die.

“Sorry, you are implicated, this group of people is afraid that they are coming to me.”

He Qingxue apologized.

I saw Levi Garrison’s ear wing instigate, and said in a deep voice: “No, they came at me! You are not
qualified!”

Levi Garrison already felt that there were many powerful people around him.

Everyone is enough to destroy the Golden Port Island and surpass the Kyushu Xuanzun.

How could a powerhouse of this level come to trouble He Qingxue.

He Qingxue: “…”.

She looked embarrassed.

“Buzzing…” A

deep roar came from the sky, and a gust of wind formed around.

“Huh?”

Levi Garrison was taken aback.

This is a big trick!

In all directions, including the sky, there are wind walls formed to isolate this place from the outside
world.

The invisible wind shield enveloped them.

The outside world will not know what is happening here.

And no one will interfere here!

Someone wants to kill himself!

Levi Garrison suddenly understood!

Richard!

The Lab of the Gods!

These two titles immediately came to him in his mind.

He let go of Jimson and others from the Blackwater Company. They must have told Richard.

He had repeatedly undermined the plans of Richard and the East Island forces.

The other party can’t let him live!

“Hey?”

& Levi Garrison glanced at He Qingxue, this girl was going to be his burden.

“Levi Garrison’s time for your death is up!”

He shouted sharply.

Several figures appeared.

The first is a tall white man with a blank expression on his face, like a murderous god from hell, giving
the whole person a beast-like atmosphere.

He was nicknamed the undead soldier.

Next to me was a foreign woman with a fiery figure wearing a black leather coat. Her eyes were very
strange and her body exuded a terrible breath.

She is a witch sent by the Lab of the Gods, similar to Erudia’s magic master, possessing supernatural
powers.

“Kacha, kacha…”

A tall man appeared next to him. As he walked, a technological armor appeared on his body,
completely enveloping him!

This is a super armor produced by the Lab of the Gods, two levels higher than that worn by Richard!

This is a mecha fighter, nicknamed the god of war.

“Da da da…”

Along with the sound of footsteps, another figure appeared.

His body was wrapped in a black battle suit, and he was wearing a terrible devil mask. He couldn’t
distinguish between men and women, and he carried two long swords on his back. A terrifying aura
exuded.

Death Swordsman!

These four are powerful and terrifying, and they threaten Levi Garrison when they appear.

This is much stronger than Commoner Killing God.

And Levi Garrison felt that there was another person staring at him in secret!

Ready to give yourself a fatal blow at any time.

These five people alone are absolutely terrifying!

It seems that this time Richard is really paying for it.

But this is only the beginning!

“Jie Jie Jie…”

There was a strange laughter.

On the bridge not far away, stood a dwarf who was only about 1.3 meters tall.

He has an ugly face and a weird smile.

However, he was carrying a katana behind his back, and there were several katanas of different
lengths hanging from his waist.

Levi Garrison squinted his eyes: “Samurai East Island?”

“Boom boom…” The

earth trembled suddenly.

Not far away, a hill-like figure appeared, carrying a huge sword!

“There is still such a tall person in

Dongdao ?” Levi Garrison sneered.

Dozens of Toshima warriors appeared around.
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All powerful horrors!

All are close to the level of Common Killer God!

The tall and short samurai even possessed the level of the common killer god.

Coupled with these masters in the Lab of the Gods, it is enough to form a death-killing game!

What’s more, Levi Garrison felt that there were still people on the East Island forces staring at him in
secret.

The strength of the face is so strong, there are top assassins secretly!

Horrible!

In fact, Levi Garrison noticed the two people staring at him secretly, one was the ghost warrior of
Dongdao.

Who is extremely powerful!
The other one is the Dark Arrow from the Lab of the Gods!

Rumor has it that he can penetrate everything with one arrow.

No matter how strong the existence is, if he is shot with an arrow, he will undoubtedly die.

Both of these are assassinated kings!

In other words, this time killing Levi Garrison, these things on the surface are all pretense.

The real killer move is on these two people.

They are the key to killing Levi Garrison!

…

Richard has been in video conferences with the leaders of the East Island forces.

“Our people are in place! This time we really have all the trump cards! We can’t kill him this time, we
really can’t do anything!”

“Yes, the Oni Samurai are all sent out!” The

East Island forces were helpless. Of the stalls.

Richard also sighed and said: “This time I sent out here, and it is also my highest authority can
mobilize! If I can’t kill anymore, I have nothing to do!”

This is their last hope to kill Levi Garrison!

At this moment, his hands came down to find Richard.

Attached to Richard’s ear and said a few words.

Richard’s face changed from serious to ecstasy.

“Hahaha… That’s great!”

Because Richard’s men completely restored Xu Zhengjie’s experiment.

The point of direct experimentation can be done immediately.

Because Xu Zhengjie discovered the super-energy particle alone, they also found it.

There are even alternatives! In other words, they have more super-energy particles than Xu
Zhengjie, can conduct more experiments, and can transform more pure energy bodies.

Richard was excited when he heard the news.

“Hurry up! Choose two people for the experiment, I want to see the results! The fastest time!”

Richard was already impatient.

“Understood! We have selected a hundred candidates for participating in the experiment!
Experiments can be carried out at any time!”

Just as his subordinates were about to leave, Richard seemed to think of something and called his
subordinates in front of him.

“Go, catch these people… come back and experiment with them!”

Richard whispered names one by one.

After listening to the subordinates, they couldn’t help but give a thumbs up: “Mr. Richard, you are
vicious! This trick is absolutely!” The

leaders of the East Island forces who were in the video asked curiously when they saw this. Is there
anything good, sir?”

Richard smiled: “In a word, even if you can’t kill Levi Garrison this time! I can kill him next time!”

Richard is confident that as long as he creates a pure energy body similar to Xu Zhengjie, Ye King’s
Landing will definitely die.

Besides, he wants mass production!

Not just one!

Many!

Can Levi Garrison live?

impossible!

“Really? That’s great! Say yes, when we are in trouble, we have to support us!”

…

Levi Garrison would not have thought of it.

This killing round is not over yet, and the next killing round has also been arranged.

This is how terrible Richard is!

Not to mention the laboratory of the gods behind him!

He Qingxue pulled the corner of Levi Garrison’s clothes and looked at the slowly attacking enemies
around him in horror.

The horrible breath of these people made her tremble, it was the fear from the depths of her heart.

Levi Garrison suddenly smiled thinking of something.

He was wondering if it was a half-fairy half-ghost, the old guy expected to be in danger and evaded in
advance.

“How about Levi Garrison’s top ranking in your ranking? We still kill you!” The

powerful enemy is coming fiercely, and Levi Garrison is like a lamb waiting to be slaughtered.
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The powerhouses sent by the Gods Lab stared at Levi Garrison.

There is a deep hatred between them!

It is even said that Levi Garrison is the enemy of the entire War Eagle Nation!

Levi Garrison once brought them shame alone!

Everyone in War Eagle country can’t wait to cut Levi a thousand swords!

So when they saw Levi Garrison, it was a natural hatred!

“Huh?”

Levi Garrison found out.

Among them, the death swordsman was holding a broken knife in his hand!

It was the broken knife that Levi Garrison inserted on the frontier of the War Eagle Nation at the
beginning!

Levi Garrison’s meaning is very simple, I will come and go freely on your land, and leave a mark that
belongs to me!

At the beginning, Richard refused to be pulled out, saying that this was a shame to remind them all
the time!

Today, they brought the broken knife back to Levi Garrison!

It also represents them to wash away the shame!

“Return the shame to you, give us life!” The

Death Swordsman made a hoarse voice and shot the broken knife at Levi Garrison.

“Boom!” The

broken knife tore the air and pulled out a long wave of air.

The speed of the lasing actually broke the sound barrier, breaking the speed of sound.

Even if a master of the rankings forcefully grabs this broken knife, his arm will be shattered!

The speed and power of this sword is too terrifying!

He Qingxue was stunned by her own eyes, this cut was too fast.

This hand alone will ruin the world.

Sure enough, the death swordsman was terrifying.

But Levi Garrison suddenly stretched out his hand, and easily grabbed the broken knife that came
from the direct shot in his hand, if there was nothing left.

The terrifying speed and power of Broken Blade was instantly resolved.

Levi Garrison’s hand was also shocked to the opposite side!

They came out of the laboratory of the gods, and they disdain Levi Garrison!

I feel that killing a Levi Garrison, why do so many of them join hands.

Two is enough!

After Levi Garrison showed this hand, everyone no longer despised Levi Garrison.

It’s no wonder that Richard will give a thousand warnings to punish Levi Garrison at all costs.

“Then don’t force it, let’s go together!”

Levi Garrison sneered holding the broken knife.

In the past, he was able to kill from the Eagle Nation with this broken knife.

Today, you can also kill from Golden Harbor Island!

Who dares to fight where the knife is going?

The real-time footage was sent back to Richard and the East Island forces.

“Very well, there is a burden beside Levi Garrison! God will help me too!”

“Our goal is to kill Levi Garrison at all costs! So any means can be used!”

” Have you seen the woman next to Levi Garrison? You guys? Kill her with all your strength! Levi
Garrison is bound to protect it! When he takes care of this and loses the other, it is easy to reveal flaws!”

“We still have three assassination masters in secret! Once he has flaws, he will definitely die!”

…

Richard is still commanding how Hands on.

And there are three people hiding in secret.

So far, Levi Garrison has only found two people…

and one person is still hiding! ! !

“Kill!!!” In the

field, the undead soldier had already shot out.

The person he killed was not Levi Garrison.

But He Qingxue on the side!

“Kill, kill, kill!” The

undead soldier soared in size and instantly turned into a beast.

“Boom…”

His punch after punch came out.

The earth trembles and shatters!

His terrifying power is also breaking the speed of sound!

It’s terrible!

Levi Garrison pulls He Qingxue behind!

“Boom!”

He heads to the undead soldier.

The two fists slammed together, the earth shook terribly, and numerous cracks appeared.

The sea water not far away was evaporating, and the bridge in the distance shook violently and was
about to collapse.

The power of the two men was like thunder coming to the world, making a dull thunderous
movement.

If it weren’t for the isolation here, I am afraid that the entire Golden Harbor Island will suffer!

“Boom!”

Levi Garrison blasted out the undead warrior.

But after landing, the undead warrior stood up as if nothing was wrong, not only was he unharmed,
he was also enjoying himself.

It turned out that his pain nerves were all removed.

He can’t feel the pain.

This is the first person, it’s so terrible…
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The undead soldier stood up, wiped the dust off his lower body, and looked at Levi Garrison with a
smile.

“It’s okay? Interesting!”

Levi Garrison smiled.

It seems that this guy is not easy to kill.

It was okay to endure a punch like that.

abnormal!

With that punch just now, Kyushu Xuanzun was blasted to death on the spot.

“Kill!” The

undead soldier rushed up again.

Head to head with Levi Garrison!

“I feel that the undead warrior is enough! No matter what he receives, he will not feel any pain! His
self-healing ability is also terrifying!”

“The most terrifying thing is that even if he has only half of his body, he can still be Fight! Because his
pain nerves have been removed, he can’t feel the pain!”

“Unless his body is scumbed! Otherwise, he can fight forever and recover quickly!” The

corner of Richard’s mouth rose. The face is smug.

This is the undead warrior! ! !

They don’t want the undead soldiers to kill Levi Garrison!

But he has been able to contain Levi Garrison to death!

The East Island forces looked excited.

There is hope!

The first person is so strong!

Does Levi Garrison have a chance?

“It’s time for us to do it!” the

witch said to the god of war.

“Okay!” The

battle armor of the god of war began to move, and the particle cannon on his right arm condensed,
and He Qingxue was already locked.

The witch is about to use witchcraft to disrupt Levi Garrison.

The death swordsman slowly pulled out the double swords on his back!

These two swords turned out to be laser swords!

One is a blue beam sword and the other is a red beam sword!

In the dim environment, it emits dazzling light and extremely strong energy fluctuations!

The Death Swordsman crossed his double swords and ran quickly, and the target was He Qingxue!

“Let’s go together!”

The warriors of Higashishima also took action.

Seven or eight super samurai pulled out katana to kill He Qingxue!

& A tall samurai like a small hill also ran, holding a heavy sword of several hundred jin and slashing
down fiercely.

The goal is also He Qingxue!

There was also a weird smile from the dwarf warrior. He had been observing Levi Garrison’s fight
against the undead warrior and He Qingxue’s position.

“Boom!”

He suddenly moved, and suddenly appeared near He Qingxue from a bridge several hundred meters
away.

“Hey!”

At the same time, he pulled out the samurai sword on his back and stabbed He Qingxue!

Except for the undead warrior who is pestering Levi Garrison.

Everyone else killed He Qingxue alone!

Although from the gambling king family, where did He Qingxue experience this?

Anyone here can step on Golden Harbor Island.

After being killed by so many people together, He Qingxue is absolutely unprecedented.

In an instant, He Qingxue’s hair was raised, and the roots stood up, as if he had been electrocuted.

At the same time, she had been wet with cold sweat all over her body, as if she was drenched in rain.

She felt her body light and fluttering, as if her soul had separated from her body and floated to the
sky.

This is the feeling of death!

He Qingxue felt her throat pinched by a big hand, she couldn’t breathe at all, the feeling of suffocation
hit her, and her brain consciousness was gradually blanking… she was

going to die!

He Qingxue closed her eyes in despair!

Levi Garrison, who was fighting with the undead warrior, naturally noticed all this.

More understanding of the enemy’s intentions!

Just to distract yourself!

Go and save He Qingxue by yourself!

Not to mention knowing He Qingxue, but not knowing, she is a citizen of Erudia, Levi Garrison must
also go to save.

“Broken!!!”

Levi Garrison began to bombard!

“Bang bang bang…” The

undead warrior was smashed into it.

Seeing a gap, Levi Garrison rushed over to save He Qingxue!

At the very moment, the witch made her move.

As soon as her weird witchcraft was used, it actually had an impact on Levi Garrison’s consciousness!

Levi Garrison was in a daze…

At this moment, it was fatal to He Qingxue!
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The duel between the masters, the fight is an instant!

The sorceress’ interference with Levi Garrison at this moment caused him to stagnate.

What’s more, Levi Garrison still has to worry about the strong in secret!

Their existence is the deadliest!

late!

It’s too late!

Let him miss the opportunity to save He Qingxue!

The dwarf warrior and death swordsman were the first to take action.

A katana and two laser swords will tear He Qingxue apart!

He Qingxue has been completely enveloped by the breath of death, and she has completely lost
consciousness…it is just

like death!

“No!!!”

Levi Garrison who was disturbed let out a roar, his figure turned into a flash of lightning, and instantly
appeared in front of He Qingxue!

“Chi!”

“Chi!”

“Chi!”

…

The three swords of the dwarf warrior and the death swordsman who killed He Qingxue were all
endured by Levi Garrison.

Just because of being interfered by the witch just now, Levi Garrison could only replace He Qingxue to
block all the attacks.

If there is no interference from the witch, Levi Garrison can save He Qingxue and block all attacks.

Of course, Levi Garrison still has to worry about the strong in secret!

If he forcibly blocks all attacks, he will inevitably expose his flaws to the strong in the dark.

It is better to block all attacks by yourself!

On the contrary, he is in a state of vigilance!

In the next instant, the attacks of the other masters had already arrived.

At this time, Levi Garrison had a chance to stop him!

He dragged He Qingxue back for a few steps, blasted out a few punches, blocking all the offensive.

However, the particle cannon of the mecha warrior not far away has been condensed to its maximum
power!

“Boom!”

The artillery blasted at Levi Garrison in an instant!

“Boom…” The

particle cannon blasted Levi Garrison two hundred meters away.

Everything around was destroyed, all kinds of objects fell apart, not even a scum was left behind.

“Puff!” After

landing, Levi Garrison took a dozen steps back and stabilized his figure.

& But blood spilled from the corner of his mouth!

The clothes were even shattered, with three obvious sword wounds on his body!

He just took over all the attacks on behalf of He Qingxue and was already injured.

Now it’s being bombarded by super-energy particles, and it’s hurting again!

“Oh yeah!!!”

Seeing the first shot, he wounded Levi Garrison, and everyone shouted excitedly.

Richard and the leaders of the East Island forces also exclaimed.

This is the first time they have seen Levi Garrison so embarrassed!

The first shot, everyone cooperated with each other tacitly, and Levi Garrison was hit hard.

This gave everyone great confidence!

“Hahaha, haven’t the three of us secretly shot yet? They are looking for a reasonable opportunity to
take action. Once they take action, Levi Garrison will undoubtedly die!”

Richard laughed.

He has never been so excited!

Is Levi Garrison finally dying?

“Kill!”

All the masters in the field attacked and killed Xiang Levi Garrison again.

Do not!

The same strategy as before, kill He Qingxue and force Levi to come to the rescue!

“Chichichichi…”

Dozens of East Island warriors marched side by side, the lights of their swords flickered, intertwined
into a net of knives, enveloping Levi Garrison and He Qingxue.

The other masters also mobilized, killing Levi Garrison from all directions.

“Go!”

Levi Garrison pushed He Qingxue aside, and he suddenly attacked the oncoming Dongdao Warrior.

“Huh?”

This behavior made everyone stunned.

Did Levi Garrison give up He Qingxue?

impossible!

How could he let He Qingxue die?

“Kill her!!!”

Dozens of warriors were divided into half and killed He Qingxue directly.

Regardless of whether Levi Garrison cares about her life or death, they will kill!

The Death Swordsmen behind him felt the same way.

They divided half of them to kill He Qingxue!

Others attacked Levi Garrison one after another!

When the death swordsman saw Levi Garrison’s mouth rise, he suddenly understood something.

“No, we were fooled!”

